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AN ARTS-BASED APPROACH TO SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION TRAINING
Rapid growth in the number and diversity of digital media outlets is creating novel opportunities to
increase public engagement with science. Dr Daniel J. McGarvey and Sarah E. Faris, working at Virginia
Commonwealth University, have developed an interdisciplinary training program that teaches STEM
graduate students to use digital media to effectively communicate scientific topics to general audiences.

tools when conveying the details
and importance of their research to
non-specialist audiences. The result is
an interdisciplinary training program,
called ‘Ecological and Environmental
Perception version 2.0’ (eESP2.0),
which uses an arts-based approach
to enhance the visual communication
skills of STEM graduate students at VCU.
Ecological and Environmental
Perception, Version 2.0
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A Need for More Engaging Science
Communication Skills
Communicating science in a way that
is both informative and engaging is
a significant challenge. Scientists are
trained to write for technical journals
but rarely have specialised skills in
graphic design or the creation and
use of digital media. This has allowed
an information gap to develop in the
public’s understanding of science. In
some cases, members of the public may
simply remain unaware of scientific
advances. But in others, audiences may
turn to unvetted or erroneous sources of
information on science, which are now
abundant on the internet.
‘Public interest and trust in science have
eroded in the past decade, allowing
misinformation to proliferate on topics
such as climate change, vaccinations

and genetically modified foods,’ says Dr
Daniel McGarvey, associate professor
and graduate program director in the
Center for Environmental Studies at
Virginia Commonwealth University
(VCU). ‘Many within the scientific
community are now mobilising to
address this issue, but formal training
mechanisms for young scientists to
improve their broad communication
skills are limited.’
In response to the lack of opportunities
that STEM graduate students currently
have to develop a diverse set of
communication skills, Dr McGarvey
has been collaborating with Sarah
Faris, an assistant professor in VCU’s
Department of Communication Arts.
The pair is developing a training
project that teaches graduate students
to apply digital media and design
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At face value, an arts-based component
to STEM graduate training may seem
radical. Science is, after all, an exercise
in objectivity and standardised
methodology. Yet the underlying
methods and motivation of eESP2.0
are simple. Dr McGarvey and Faris are
teaching students to leverage industrystandard tools in digital media and
graphic design, with the hope that
aesthetic visual content will spark
greater public interest in science.
The communicative power of strong
visuals is something that all artists and
designers are intimately familiar with.
Well-designed visuals are generally
more effective communication
devices than the primarily text-based
documents that scientists are trained
to prepare. Indeed, empirical research
has shown that messages accompanied
by liberal graphical content are often
retained more clearly and for longer
periods of time than messages
presented in primarily auditory or
textual formats.

communication effectiveness. Accordingly, the fundamental
objectives for all eESP2.0 courses are to teach students core
principles of design, train them to anticipate the perceptions of
target audiences, and provide them with enhanced technical
skill in the creation of visual content.
Lesson plans include the basics of typography and legibility,
colour theory, and effective use of space in page layouts.
Sketchbooks and in-class critique sessions are used to
experiment with and evaluate students’ ideas. And with each
consecutive assignment, students are challenged to further
develop their technical skill with media-specific software, such
as Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop. Students also learn to
work across software platforms, often creating base charts and
maps with R statistical software or ArcGIS, then importing their
work to Illustrator for further editing and integration with other
graphical and text elements.
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Funded by a VCU Quest Innovation Grant, the eESP2.0 program
launched in the autumn of 2014. It has since offered formal
courses that prepare students to work in several media
formats. ‘So far, eESP2.0 course offerings have included a digital
illustration and infographic design class, a second course in
digital documentary filmmaking, and a third in website design,’
says Dr McGarvey. ‘However, the infographic design course has
clearly emerged as the most germane to our STEM graduate
students.’ In this course, students learn to create digital, vectorbased images that can be used in any type of media, ranging
from slides and posters to websites, animations, and print
articles.
Dr McGarvey explains that ‘in a world that is saturated by digital
media, where effective communication must often begin with
an image that is sufficiently aesthetic to out-compete other
stimuli for an audience’s attention, we are teaching our STEM
students to leverage the knowledge base and many of the
technical skills that artists and graphic designers use on a daily
basis.’ By training graduate students to use modern tools in
digital media and design, Dr McGarvey and Faris hope that their
students will one day share their work with general audiences
in more captivating and interesting ways than many of their
scientific peers.
Structure of eESP2.0 Courses
Dr McGarvey and Faris want their students to understand that
audiences respond to visual cues in predictable ways and that
careful preparation of visual content can dramatically improve

Reflecting on the effort, Faris explains: ‘The feeling of simplicity
in science visual communications is a challenge, because
research by its nature is often highly technical and far from
simple. All information in science is connected, and the context
in which it lives can be quite expansive, so prioritising and
distilling information is a large part of the effort. Pathways
through these tasks using an artistic approach are at the heart
of what we try to impart to our students. Topics of discussion
often include assessing what the intended audience already
knows, the intended impact on the audience, and cultural
considerations that can encourage or hinder understanding.
Watching how one’s own mind works when viewing a peer’s
infographic has shown to be a great learning tool in critique.’
‘Of course, this has been a trial-and-error process,’ notes Dr
McGarvey. ‘Not everything that we have tried has worked
equally well and we are continually reassessing what we do
in the eESP2.0 courses.’ For instance, students often want to
develop thematic visuals that can immediately be used in their
own individual research. But students enter the eESP2.0 classes
at different stages of their training and the instructors have
found it is often best to use common themes and datasets for
teaching purposes. One assignment that does require students
to think hard about their individual work is the personal logo.
Each student must create an image that is simple yet visually
compelling, while thinking in an abstract way about their
professional interests and identity.
Dr McGarvey and Faris are also happy to report that class
sessions are a lot of fun. Students have ample time to share
ideas and their work with classmates and to receive individual
help from the instructors. A past student shared her experience:
‘The infographics class had a tremendous impact on my career
trajectory, in terms of getting recognised and standing out
from the crowd. Having a skill that sets you apart from other
applicants is a tremendous confidence booster from a personal
perspective and for overall happiness as a grad student. This is
a really fun, creative skill to have and good to be able to work
on in a somewhat therapeutic way if other work is frustrating.’
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science communication, rather than on scientific research per
se. Yet in several cases, this is precisely what has happened.
For example, one student who developed particularly strong
design and visualisation skills was hired as an intern by the
conservation organisation NatureServe. Four years later, he has
been promoted to a lead design and science communication
position at NatureServe.
A Glance to the Future
Reflecting on the eESP2.0 experience to date, Dr McGarvey and
Faris are proud of what they have built and of the progress their
students have made. But they are also pondering the program’s
future and how it might be implemented at larger scales. ‘We’re
thrilled to see that eESP2.0 has immediately helped many of our
students as they build their careers,’ Dr McGarvey explains. ‘But
we believe the eESP2.0 model can and should be implemented
beyond VCU.’

Logos designed by students

Student Accomplishments so Far
All of the eESP2.0 students acquire visual skills that are
conspicuous, relative to other STEM graduate students.
A few have gone further and genuinely surprised their
teachers by demonstrating an obvious latent talent for visual
communication. Dr McGarvey and Faris are now assembling
indicators of student success that are anecdotal, but
nonetheless compelling. A high-resolution version of each of
the graphics included here can be downloaded at https://doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7667735.v1.
Several of the past infographics students have received
best presentation awards at regional and national research
conferences. One was invited to speak about her infographics
training and the opportunities it has created in a special science
communication symposium at the 2018 Annual Meeting of the
Society for Freshwater Science. Another was asked to create
a modern redesign of an iconic ecological image (Raymond
Lindeman’s food web diagram from Cedar Bog, Minnesota),
then co-authored an article in the Bulletin of the Association
for the Sciences of Limnology and Oceanography in which the
new image was published. And most recently, a student from
the documentary film course won the grand prize at the 2018
Richmond Environmental Film Festival.
Though pleased, Dr McGarvey has not been surprised by these
accomplishments. ‘I expected that our students’ unique visual
skills would quickly be recognised by their peers,’ he says.
He did not anticipate, however, that eESP2.0 training might
lead some students to career tracks that focus primarily on

Moving forward, Dr McGarvey and Faris see a need to shift their
focus from individual student accomplishments to a systematic
study of communication effectiveness that directly incorporates
audience reactions to their students’ work. ‘The next step in this
effort will be to directly measure how effective our students are
in communicating with general audiences,’ says Dr McGarvey.
‘Currently, we have a proposal in review at the US National
Science Foundation that, if successful, will allow us to assess
how well our students communicate with general audiences,
using live public forums to collect audience feedback.’
The plan is to pair eESP2.0 students with representatives from
local regulatory agencies and nongovernmental organisations.
These representatives will provide students with thematic
narratives and supporting data on topics of local and regional
interest. Students will then develop multimedia presentations
from these materials and present their work to public
audiences.
To assist in collecting and analysing audience feedback, Dr
McGarvey and Faris have recruited new help through the VCU
School of Education. Dr Christine Bae, an assistant professor
and specialist in STEM teaching and learning, is the newest
eESP2.0 collaborator. This partnership will provide a sound
pedagogical foundation as Dr McGarvey and Faris work to place
eESP2.0 within a broader scientific context.
‘If we can show a measurable, systematic benefit of our training
program, we will move quickly to roll-out a larger precedent
and accompanying curriculum that can be transferred to other
institutions,’ says Dr McGarvey. ‘Our ultimate goal is to facilitate
a strategic shift whereby a functional comprehension of design
principles and a moderate-to-advanced level of skill in digital
illustration and data visualisation are seen as fundamental to
STEM graduate training.’
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